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Abstract

Gene prediction is one of the most challenging tasks in

genome analysis, for which many tools have been devel-

oped and are still evolving. In this paper, we present a

novel gene prediction method that is both fast and ac-

curate, by making use of protein homology and decision

tree classification. Specifically, we apply the principled

entropy and decision tree concepts to assist in such gene

prediction process. Our goal is to resolve the exact gene

structures in terms of finding “coding” regions (exons)

and “non-coding” regions (introns). Unlike traditional

classification tasks, however, we do not have explicit class

labels for such structures in the genes. We use protein se-

quence (the product of gene) as a query to help in finding

genes that are homologous to the query protein and de-

duce class labels based on homology. Our experiments on

the genomes of two nematodes C. elegans and C. briggsae

show that in addition to achieving prediction accuracy

comparable with that of the state of the art methods, it

is several orders of magnitude faster, especially for genes

that encode longer proteins.

1 Introduction.

With the fast development of genome sequencing

technologies, the amount of genome data accumu-

lated has been increasing exponentially. To date,

biologists have sequenced genomes of more than a

thousand species, while thousands of more species are

currently being sequenced (http://genomesonline.

org/). The genome sequence for any organism is com-

posed of DNA sequences for each of the chromosomes

in that organism. In the human genome, a DNA

sequence (chromosome) can be hundreds of millions

of base pairs (bp) long, where usually only less than

5% contains instructions for protein-coding and non-

coding genes. The DNA segments that carry this ge-

netic information are called genes (Figure 1). In order

to understand the sequenced genome of a species and

exploit such resources for biological and medical pur-

poses, one of the first and most important steps in

genome study is gene prediction, i.e. determining the

positions of genes and their structures on the DNA

sequences [9]. In this paper, we will focus on the pre-

diction of protein-coding genes.

A typical protein-coding gene contains “coding”

regions (exons) as well as “non-coding” regions (in-

trons) (Figure 1). When a gene is expressed, it is

first transcribed as pre-mRNA, which then undergoes

a process called splicing, in which non-coding regions

are removed. A mature mRNA, which does not con-

tain introns, serves as a template for the synthesis of

a protein in translation. In translation, each codon, a

group of three adjacent base pairs in mRNA, directs

the addition of one amino acid (according to the ge-

netic code [19]) to a peptide being synthesized. Thus,

a protein is a sequence of amino acid residues corre-

sponding to the mRNA sequence of a gene.

The junction between an exon and an intron is

called a splice site, which is either a donor (the start

site of an intron) or an acceptor (the end site of an

intron), as illustrated in Figure 1. The DNA sequence

that is formed by removing the introns and joining the

exons is known as a spliced sequence.

The tasks of gene prediction include finding the

positions of gene start, gene end, and splice sites

on the DNA sequence. Since introns and exons

are complementary to each other (i.e. introns can
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Figure 1: The structure of a protein-coding gene on a DNA sequence and the process of gene expression. A DNA

sequence may contain thousands of genes. A gene consists of exons that are coding regions (shaded regions in

gene structure) and introns that are non-coding (non-shaded regions in gene structure). During transcription,

introns are removed and exons are glued together to form mRNA. Finally, mRNA is translated into a protein

(gene product).

be identified as genomic regions flanked by adjacent

exons) (Figure 1), the gene structure is determined

once all its introns are identified. If a protein sequence

(gene product) is used as a query to align with the

gene on the DNA sequence, introns should be DNA

regions that have no query alignment, because the

query is translated from exons only. The spliced

sequence of the gene should be homologous to the

query protein.

1.1 Gene prediction: current status. Given a

newly-sequenced genome, there are currently many

computational tools to predict possible gene struc-

tures on the DNA sequences [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. These

tools can be divided into two major categories: ab

initio and homology-based methods. ab initio meth-

ods find genes by systematically examining the DNA

sequences for certain signals including start codon,

stop codon and donor and acceptor signals, such as

GENSCAN [20], and AUGUSTUS [21]. On the other

hand, homology-based programs make use of extrinsic

evidence such as protein sequences, mRNAs, ESTs or

other genomic sequences in finding the genes on the

DNA sequence. The availability of genome sequences

of related species has created growing demand for bet-

ter and faster homology-based gene prediction pro-

grams, which gives rise to many developments in such

area, such as GeneWise [18], Projector [22], Twin-

Scan [23], exonerate [24], SGP2 [25], SLAM [26]. In

general, it has been shown that homology-based gene

prediction methods generally outperform the ab initio

methods in terms of accuracy when there are extrinsic

evidences available [9, 11], with GeneWise [18] being

one of the most widely used homology-based gene pre-

diction programs.



Most current gene prediction programs such

as GeneWise are based on hidden Markov models

(HMMs) and their computational complexity is in-

trinsically high due to the high running cost of Vert-

ibi algorithm [1] that is used in HMM solutions. This

makes them very slow when annotating large scale

of genome sequences. For whole-genome scale analy-

sis, genome sequences are usually preprocessed to re-

fine the input sequence for these programs, including

GeneWise [2], so that they can be executed within a

reasonable time frame. Nevertheless, for longer query

proteins, GeneWise takes more than one hour to finish

prediction on one gene even with such preprocessing.

1.2 Our contribution. We have developed a

novel homology-based gene prediction program,

genBlastDT, which is comparable on accuracy with

GeneWise but is many orders of magnitude faster

than GeneWise. Similar to GeneWise, genBlastDT

takes two biological sequences as input: a query pro-

tein sequence (i.e., gene product), Q, and a target

DNA sequence, T . genBlastDT is able to quickly and

accurately find genes on the target DNA sequence T

that are homologous to the query protein Q. The

unique contribution of genBlastDT is a novel applica-

tion of decision tree classification in identifying intron

regions. More details are described in the later dis-

cussion of our approach.

genBlastDT is built on top of a recently developed

program, genBlastA [17], which can quickly identify

homologous gene regions on the DNA sequence for a

given protein and thus can be used as an indepen-

dent preprocessing tool for GeneWise-like programs.

genBlastA utilizes a fast and sensitive local alignment

tool such as BLAST [16] that finds all sequence ho-

mologies between the given query protein Q and the

target DNA sequence T . The result is a set of un-

organized local alignments called HSPs (high-scoring

segment pairs), where each HSP is a pair of segments,

one from the query sequence (called query segment),

and the other from a target sequence (called target

segment). genBlastA then organizes the HSPs into

groups on the DNA sequence, so that each group of

HSPs corresponds to a potential gene that is homol-

ogous to the query protein. These groups indicate

the candidate and approximate regions where homol-

ogous genes are present (gene regions). Each group

also identifies the relevant HSPs with alignment in-

formation for each gene region.

Although each HSP group indicates a candidate

region for a gene on the target DNA sequence, it

does not provide details of the exact structure of the

potential gene. To resolve the structure of a gene,

we need to identify the positions of its exons and

introns. This is exactly the purpose of genblastDT. In

this paper, we will focus on the problem of resolving

gene structures using the HSP groups returned by

genblastA.

Challenges in resolving gene structures. In

each gene region, the HSPs reported by genBlastA

suggest the presence of exons of a gene. Introns

are not represented by HSPs because the query is

a protein sequence that is coded only by the exons

in a gene. However, mapping the HSPs to exons

is a challenging task due to several reasons. First,

HSPs often contain gaps and mismatches in their

alignments and the boundaries of exons usually do not

coincide with boundaries of HSPs. Second, because

BLAST always tries to extend HSPs as long as its

score is above a threshold, it is possible for one HSP to

correspond to the region that contains multiple exons.

On the other hand, due to evolutionary divergence,

exons may not have precise correspondences with

query protein fragments and it is possible for the

region of one exon to be represented by multiple

HSPs with small gaps between them. Third, splice

sites are usually signaled by reserved sequences (i.e.

splice site signals) which must be taken into account

when resolving the gene structure. However, random

sequences in the target DNA sequence may resemble

splicing signals, which makes it difficult to identify

the real splice sites.

Our approach. Since the gene region contains

only introns and exons, the problem of determining

intron regions can be seen as a two-class classification

problem: every base pair belongs to either the exon



class or the intron class. Therefore, in principle, clas-

sification techniques can be used to separate intron re-

gions from exon regions. However, unlike traditional

classification, we do not have labeled training data.

Instead, we have the alignment information returned

by genBlastA. One of our innovations is a novel clas-

sification of intron and exon regions by incorporating

the decision tree technique and representing the local

alignments by a sequence of alignment scores at each

base pair. Our experiments on both C. elegans and

C. briggsae genomes show that while this approach

achieves prediction accuracy comparable with that

of the state of the art methods, it is several orders

of magnitude faster, especially for genes that encode

longer proteins.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 describes the method used in genBlastDT

that includes a novel application of decision tree

construction algorithm as its first component. Section

3 gives empirical evaluations. Section 4 concludes the

paper.

2 Methods.

Our overall gene prediction process is as follows.

1. Local alignment : given a query protein sequence

and a target DNA sequence, a local similarity

search program such as BLAST [16] is first used

to locate local similarities between the query and

the target sequence. The output of is a list of

HSPs, where each HSP is a pair of segments

(query segment and target segment).

2. Gene region identification: from the usually large

number of BLAST HSPs, genBlastA [17] is used

to produce a ranked list of HSP groups where

each group corresponds to a candidate target

gene.

3. Gene structure resolution: the program pre-

sented in this paper, genBlastDT, takes the out-

put from genBlastA and the target DNA se-

quence as well as the query protein sequence as

its input, and output the exact gene structure.

Because each group of HSPs is independent of

each other, genBlastDT returns a gene structure

for each group independently. In the rest of our

discussions, we will only focus on resolving gene

structure for a single group of HSP.

The focus of this project is the third step. For

illustration, Figure 2 shows an example of an HSP

group found by genBlastA. Each HSP is a local

sequence alignment between the query sequence and

the target sequence, containing a query segment and

a target segment. An example of HSP is shown as

follows:

query segment: SGLKLESLDLSHNKLTEV

| ||||||||||||||

target segment: SSFFLESLDLSHNKLTEV

Each letter in the query or target segment denotes

an amino acid residue. The middle line indicates the

matching positions by “|”s.

Figure 2 also shows the actual gene model (exon

are the purple boxes and introns are the lines connect-

ing exons) as a reference, which is the desired output

of genBlastDT. It can be seen that HSPs generally

have some correspondences with exons in the gene,

however, such correspondences are only approximate

and the exact structure of the gene still needs to be

carefully identified. For example, in Figure 2, the

circled HSP represents two adjacent exons that are

separated by a short intron.

2.1 genBlastDT overview. Given a group of

HSPs (returned by genBlastA) that corresponds to

a candidate gene, genBlastDT needs to determine the

positions of gene start, gene end and all splice sites.

The gene is considered to fall in the region between

the start position of the first HSP and the end posi-

tion of the last HSP in the group, with some allowance

for extension at both ends (up to 1000 base pairs ex-

tension).

Gene start is almost always signaled by a “ATG”

sequence (called start codon) and gene end is signaled

by either “TAG”, “TGA” or “TAA” (called stop

codon). Thus gene start and gene end can be found by

looking for such signals on the target DNA sequence.

The position of gene start is given by the closest start



Figure 2: An HSP group for gene C07F11.1 (a gene in the C. elegans species) in its corresponding genomic region.

codon before the first HSP. Similarly, gene end is given

by the closest stop codon after the last HSP.

Splice sites also usually have well-conserved sig-

nals. Most introns start with the base pairs “GT”

(donor signal) and end with the base pairs “AG” (ac-

ceptor signal) [27]. However, the presence of these

signals is not sufficient to detect the splice sites be-

cause such signals are very general and identifying the

true splice sites is non-trivial. We tackle this problem

by dividing it into three smaller tasks: first, we deter-

mine the approximate regions for each intron, called

“intron regions”; next, for each approximate intron

region, we find the candidate donor sites and accep-

tor sites in that region; finally, we determine the best

combination of donor and acceptor sites among these

candidates for each intron region.

2.2 Classifying intron regions. An intron region

in this step is an approximate region where a possible

intron is located. The exact positions of the splice

sites will be defined in the following steps. Thus, this

intron-region identification step serves as a critical

starting point to search for actual splice sites.

We consider two types of DNA regions separately:

regions that fall outside HSPs and inside HSPs. As

discussed earlier, introns are DNA regions that have

no correspondence with the query protein. Since

HSPs are local alignments between the DNA sequence

and the query protein, we can consider those DNA

regions outside HSPs to have no query correspondence

and thus likely belong to intron regions. On the other

hand, for DNA regions within HSPs, although each

HSP usually corresponds to a single exon, a single

HSP sometimes corresponds to multiple exons (e.g.

the circled HSP in Figure 2), which makes intron

identification within a HSP difficult. Thus, we need a

more systematic way to split the region inside a HSP

into possible intron and exon regions.

The general idea of classifying exon and intron

regions is that exons are DNA regions that align with

the query in high similarity, and introns are DNA

regions that are dissimilar from the query (i.e., have

little or no query correspondence). Such similarity

can be measured by the alignment scores for each

aligned pair of amino acid residues. In this project, we

use the BLOSUM62 score matrix [3], which provides

a score for each residue in an alignment based on

statistics from conserved blocks of known related

residues. It is well used in similarity search programs

such as BLAST. With this score matrix, each HSP

alignment can be seen as a sequence of numeric scores,

one for each alignment residue. Figure 3 shows the

scores for an example HSP.

The problem of splitting residues in the HSP re-

gion into intron and exon regions can be modeled by

the decision tree classification problem [4]. In our

context, each data item to be classified is a residue in

the HSP alignment and the ordering of the residues

are fixed. Each residue has only one feature - its

alignment score according to the BLOSUM62 matrix.

However, we do not have the explicit class attribute

assumed by a traditional classification algorithm. In-

stead, the class labels need to be determined through

computation.

We assign a class label (either “intron region” or

“exon region”) to each residue in a HSP based on

its score. A user defined “class threshold” is used to

determine the class label, i.e. residues with scores

higher than the threshold belong to exon regions and

residues with lower scores are intron regions. The
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Figure 3: A sequence of scores for an HSP.

class threshold can be adjusted for different genomes.

Our algorithm works as follows. Starting from the

region of the entire HSP, a decision tree is constructed

to recursively find the best binary split on the residues

in this HSP region. At each iteration, we use the

entropy-based measure that is commonly used in

decision tree algorithms to evaluate all possible split

points and find the best split that results in maximal

information gain ratio [4]. Because the absolute value

of a BLOSUM62 score indicates significance in protein

similarity, we consider such value as the weight of each

residue and use it to adjust the frequency count during

the evaluation of each possible split.

As an example, in Figure 3, an HSP region, R,

consists of 22 residues. If the class threshold is 0,

each residue can be labeled as shown in the figure

(‘E’ stands for “exon”, ‘I’ stands for “intron”). The

total weight of all intron residues is 10, while the total

weight of all exon residues is 38. Thus the total weight

of the entire region is 48. The information gain ratio

that corresponds to the split between residue 2 and 3,

denoted as S, is computed as follows:

The entropy for the entire region R is:

Entropy(R) = −38

48
× log(

38

48
)− 10

48
× log(

10

48
) = 0.73

For the left region R1 of the split, which contains only

exon residues of total weight 7, its entropy is:

Entropy(R1) = 0

For the right region R2, which contains intron residues

of total weight 10 and exon residues of total weight

31, its entropy is:

Entropy(R2) = −31

41
× log(

31

41
)− 10

41
× log(

10

41
) = 0.8

Thus the information gain w.g.t the split is:

Gain = Entropy(R)−
2∑

i=1

(
Ri

R
× Entropy(Ri))

= 0.73− 7

48
× 0− 41

48
× 0.8 = 0.05

The information gain ratio is:

GainRatio =
Gain

Entropy(R|S)

=
0.05

(−( 7
48 )× log( 7

48 )− 41
48 × log( 41

48 ))

= 0.08.

Each iteration determines a best binary split with

maximal gain ratio and splits the current region into

two sub-regions. This is the same as generating two

decision tree nodes that split the data from the parent

node. Each node corresponds to a continuous region.

Such procedure is recursively done until the region

reaches minimum weight or all residues in the region

belong to the same class. Pruning is then performed

to avoid overfitting the individual residues, similar to

the process in the traditional decision tree algorithm,

based on error estimation on nodes and subtrees.

Usually the errors may be estimated using external

test data with pre-defined class labels. However, due

to the lack of such test data in our context, pruning

needs to be done with only the data from which the

tree was built. We follow the error estimation method

used in C4.5 [4].

To estimate the error in each decision tree node,

a class label needs to be determined for each node.

Unlike a pre-determined class attribute, however, the
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Figure 4: Finding the best pair of donor and acceptor for each intron region. Two HSPs (<T1,Q1 >, <T2,Q2 >)

are shown in the current intron region. For donor D1 and acceptor A1, its spliced sequence is deduced from the

positions of the two HSP target segments. On the other hand, the corresponding query segment is deduced from

the positions of the two HSP query segments.

class label assigned to each node is determined on the

fly by the aggregated alignment score of all residues

within that region. A node (region) is labelled as

intron region if its score is lower than the class

threshold. Errors are estimated for each node and the

tree is pruned in a bottom-up fashion, where children

nodes are pruned if their parent node contains less

error than the subtree rooted at that parent node.

Finally, the splits encoded by the pruned decision

tree will represent the way of splitting the HSP region

into exon and intron regions.

2.3 Selecting candidate splice sites. With the

approximate intron regions found, we can now look

for splice sites and exact intron coordinates. An in-

tron region defines the approximate boundaries of

a possible intron. From these intron regions, we

search for splicing signals that are close to the bor-

ders of such regions. More specifically, for each

intron region, we search for donor and acceptor

signals (GT/AG) independently. We use a user

defined threshold (MAX NUM SPLICE SITES) to

control the number of candidates selected around

each border. For each intron region, we look for

at most MAX NUM SPLICE SITES donor signals

(“GT”) that are closest to the upstream border of

the region. Similarly, we also look for at most

MAX NUM SPLICE SITES acceptor signals (“AG”)



that are closest to the downstream border of each in-

tron region. These sites are the candidate splice sites

that will be examined later to find the most possible

splice sites.

2.4 Finding the best splice sites. For each in-

tron region, we now determine the best pair of donor

and acceptor sites among the candidate sites. Since

we are searching for genes that are homologous to

the query protein, we should look for splice sites so

that the spliced sequence (obtained by removing in-

trons and joining exons) has maximized homology to

the query sequence, which indicates maximized sim-

ilarity between the query and the target genes. The

similarity between two sequences is measured by the

PID (percentage of identity) in their alignment. Since

HSPs have already contained the alignment informa-

tion, we can use HSPs to quickly compute the simi-

larity between a spliced sequence and the query.

Consider an intron region I. I is associated with

its own set of donors D1, . . . , Dp and acceptors

A1, . . . , Aq, as given in previous step. For each

pair <Di, Ai>in I, it induces the spliced sequence

S and the corresponding query segment Q. S is

formed by connecting the target segment of the HSP

at the upstream side of a donor site (called “donor-

side target segment”) with the target segment of the

HSP at the downstream side of an acceptor site (called

“acceptor-side target segment”). Q is induced from

the two HSPs that defined the region of S. The

alignment between S and Q is computed based on

the HSPs that form S. Figure 4 shows an example

of S and Q for donor D1 and acceptor A1. The pair

that results in the highest alignment PID between S

and Q is the best pair of donor and acceptor in region

I.

Once the splice sites are selected for all intron

regions, the predicted gene structure is thus revealed.

3 Empirical Evaluation.

We tested the performance of genBlastDT on the

genomes of the popular model organism C. elegans

[15] and its sister species C. briggsae [28] (Wormbase

release WS200 [12]). Using the entire C. elegans

protein sequences (23,973 peptides) as queries, we

evaluated genBlastDT for its performance in finding

homologous genes on both C. elegans genome and

C. briggsae genome. All experiments are done on

a computer with Intel Xeon 3.06GHz CPU and 2G

memory, running Linux version 2.6.18.

For comparison, the predictions made by

genBlastDT are compared with GeneWise, which is

also based on protein homology. Because the running

time of GeneWise depends heavily on the length of

DNA sequence to be examined, we first use genBlastA

to narrow down the gene regions so GeneWise only

needs to scan much smaller DNA sequences instead of

the entire genome. This means both genBlastDT and

GeneWise use the same gene regions as input for gene

prediction. The running time of both genBlastDT and

GeneWise does not include the time spent by their

preprocessing tools (BLAST and genBlastA).

In addition, we also compared genBlastDT re-

sults with nGASP predictions [11]. The nGASP pre-

dictions were produced by combining results from a

number of different gene prediction programs that are

among the best performers in the nGASP evaulation.

The nGASP results are obtained from the WormBase

ftp site [13].

3.1 Results on C. elegans genome. We com-

pared genBlastDT with GeneWise on both accuracy

and running time, using all C. elegans genes on Chro-

mosome I (ChrI) with totally 3,523 peptides as the

queries. We also compared genBlastDT predictions

on the entire C. elegans genome (6 chromosomes in

total) with the existing predictions of nGASP on pre-

diction accuracy.

Accuracy comparison. As C. elegans is a well-

studied species with most of its gene models well-

defined and confirmed, we used the curated gene mod-

els in Wormbase [12] as the ground truth for accuracy

evaluation. We compared genBlastDT, GeneWise

and nGASP gene models in terms of their specificity

and sensitivity at transcript, exon and nucleotide lev-

els [14]. Specificity (Sp.) is the percentage of pre-

dictions that are correct; sensitivity (Sn.) is the per-



Table 1: Accuracy comparisons of genBlastDT, GeneWise, nGASP on C. elegans genome

Transcript level Exon level Nucleotide level

Sp.(%) Sn.(%) F Sp.(%) Sn.(%) F Sp.(%) Sn.(%) F

genBlastDT (ChrI) 85.02 85.02 0.85 97.61 96.56 0.97 99.45 99.39 0.99

GeneWise (ChrI) 89.02 88.66 0.89 98.02 96.44 0.97 99.89 99.64 1.00

nGASP (ChrI) 74.31 58.38 0.65 93.12 70.17 0.80 97.37 94.74 0.96

genBlastDT (entire genome) 84.92 84.90 0.85 97.46 96.37 0.97 99.38 99.39 0.99

nGASP (entire genome) 72.68 58.97 0.65 92.17 71.43 0.80 97.03 94.02 0.96

Table 2: Length distribution of genes in C. elegans Chromosome I

Gene length [1, 500) [500, 1000) [1000, 2500) [2500, 5000) Over 5000

number of genes 2402 864 220 31 6

centage of actual coding genes/exons/nucleotides that

are predicted as such. We also computed F-measure

(the harmonic mean of Sp. and Sn.) to evaluate the

trade-off between specificity and sensitivity.

Table 1 shows the accuracy results of

genBlastDT, GeneWise and nGASP. genBlastDT

shows very comparable performance as GeneWise

with slightly lower accuracy at the transcript level.

On the exon level, both specificity and sensitivity

of genBlastDT are very close to those of GeneWise,

with close to 98% specificity and 96% sensitivity. At

the nucleotide level, the accuracy of genBlastDT and

GeneWise are even closer, with both specificity and

sensitivity over 99%. On the other hand, the accuracy

of nGASP is much lower than either genBlastDT

or GeneWise, at all three levels. In particular, the

sensitivity of nGASP on the transcript level is almost

30 percentage points lower than either genBlastDT or

GeneWise. The genome-wide results of genBlastDT

and nGASP show very close performances to Chro-

mosome I experiments. This shows that genBlastDT

is comparable with state-of-the-art gene predictors in

terms of overall accuracy.

Speed comparison. In order to examine the ef-

fect of gene length on the running time of genBlastDT

and GeneWise, we divided genes into five categories

depending on their lengths, as shown in Table 2.

While genBlastDT achieves the similar accuracy

performance as GeneWise, it runs much faster than

GeneWise. Figure 5(a) shows the running time of

genBlastDT and GeneWise on C. elegans for Chro-

mosome I genes. The running time for each category

is the average running time for all genes in that cat-

egory. Note that this figure is on logarithmic scale,

which shows the great difference between the speed of

genBlastDT and GeneWise. In particular, for genes

of longer lengths, genBlastDT is hundreds of times

faster. This is because the running time of GeneWise

depends heavily on the query gene length and grows

rapidly as the gene length increases. On the other

hand, the running time of genBlastDT remains rather

stable. This shows the drastic speed advantage of

genBlastDT over GeneWise and makes genBlastDT

very practical for large-scale genome analysis.

3.2 Results on C. briggsae genome. C.

briggsae [28] is a sister species of C. elegans and most

C. briggsae genes have homologous counterparts on

the C. elegans genome. To compare genBlastDT with

GeneWise on the C. briggsae genome, we used the

same set of C. elegans ChrI genes as queries. We also

used genBlastDT to find all homologous C. briggsae

genes by using the entire set of C. elegans genes as

queries and compare the results with nGASP and

WormBase gene models.

Accuracy comparison. The accuracy mea-

sure used in C. briggsae experiments is different from

those in C. elegans experiments. For the C. briggsae
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Figure 5: Running time comparison of genBlastDT vs Genewise, on logarithmic scale.
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Figure 6: Accuracy comparison of genBlastDT vs

Wormbase predictions on C. briggsae genome.

genome, because its current Wormbase annotations

[12] are mostly based on other gene prediction pro-

grams and cannot be considered as the ground truth,

we evaluated all predictions (genBlastDT, GeneWise,

nGASP [13], and Wormbase [12]) based on the align-

ment identity (PID, percentage of identity in the

alignment) between the predicted gene product and

the query protein. This measure is appropriate since
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Figure 7: Accuracy comparison of genBlastDT vs

nGASP predictions on C. briggsae genome.

it provides a good indication on homology between

the query and predicted gene model, as our ultimate

goal is to predict genes that are homologous to the

query. The higher the PID is, the more confident we

are in the prediction.

Figure 6 shows the PID comparisons between

genBlastDT and Wormbase. Each data point shows

the correspondence between genBlastDT PID and
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Figure 8: Accuracy comparison of genBlastDT vs

GeneWise predictions on C. briggsae genome, with

only C. elegans ChrI genes as query.

Wormbase PID for the same query gene. The area

below the diagonal line in the figure shows the

cases (dots) where genBlastDT gives better PID than

Wormbase predictions. It can be seen that lots of

cases fall in this area. Similarly, Figure 7 shows the

PID comparisons between genBlastDT and nGASP.

It demonstrates the same trend that genBlastDT fre-

quently gives much higher PIDs than nGASP predic-

tions. The average PID of the models predicted by

Wormbase is 68.6%, which is very close to that of

nGASP predictions (average PID of 68.3%). In con-

trast, genBlastDT has average PID of 73%, which is a

solid improvement, considering there are over 20, 000

cases.

Figure 8 compares genBlastDT with GeneWise

predictions based on ChrI query genes only.

genBlastDT generally gives higher PIDs. genBlastDT

produced much higher PID than that of GeneWise in

8.6% of cases (with PID difference larger than 10%),

compared with 3.1% of cases where GeneWise PIDs

are more than 10% higher. There are certain cases

that GeneWise gives higher PIDs, however, it should

be noted that GeneWise does not always predict a

complete gene, especially when the target gene is

some distance away from the query gene, due to the

fact that C. briggsae genes are often different from

their C. elegans counterparts. On the other hand,

genBlastDT always follows the gene signals (start

codon, stop codon, splice site signals) rigorously and

predicts the complete gene structure. On average,

GeneWise achieved PID of about 72%, almost the

same as the average PID of genBlastDT. This shows

that both genBlastDT and GeneWise have compara-

ble accuracy performance.

Speed comparison. The running time compari-

son is similarly done as in the C. elegans experiments.

Figure 5(b) shows the running time of genBlastDT

and GeneWise on the C. briggsae genome, using the

same ChrI genes as queries. It shows very similar

trends as in Figure 5(a).

4 Conclusion.

Gene prediction is an important and challenging prob-

lem. Our contribution in this paper is applying the

principled data mining concept, decision tree clas-

sification, to resolve the approximate gene regions,

i.e. intron regions and exon regions. Importantly,

this simple method produces highly competitive re-

sults when compared with the best performers such

as GeneWise and nGASP that employed heavy bio-

logical heuristics and were complex. An outstanding

advantage of our method is the speed compared with

these popular predication tools, making it especially

efficient for large scale genomes and complex genes.
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